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ABSTRACT

Recognition of food ingredients enables applications on

recipe recommendation for developing a healthier eating

habit. Existing ingredients recognition methods largely rely

on ideal images captured in a controlled environment, while

ingredients are usually displayed unorderly in a complex en-

vironment in the market. We propose the multi-ingredient

recognition problem in the market and develop a Spatial Reg-

ularization Network (SRN) based method to solve it by us-

ing a newly collected multiple vegetable image dataset cap-

tured in the market. We further use the recognition result to

develop a recipe recommendation system to satisfy the daily

nutrition requirements and individual preference of each user.

Experiments show that our multi-ingredient recognition out-

performs previous methods over 14% in mAP and recommen-

dation model shows an improvement of over 23% in HR@10.

Index Terms— Multi-ingredient Image Dataset, Ingredi-

ent Recognition, Personalized Recipe Recommendation

1. INTRODUCTION

Unhealthy diet can potentially cause many illnesses, such as

diabetes, obesity and other chronic diseases. A healthy diet

is beneficial to individual fitness and healthiness in the long

run. However, with the enrichment of food supply, people

nowadays have an easier and more diverse choice for eating

food, which makes the dietary management even more diffi-

cult. How to effectively promote and cultivate healthy dietary

behaviors and habits among people becomes a challenging is-

sue and an interesting research topic.

Currently, most studies [1, 2] focus on the analysis of

cooked food, such as food detection, food classification,

recipe retrieval, calorie estimation, etc. However, analysis

on cooked food is less meaningful since people are going to

consume them anyway. Therefore, the significance of cooked
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the overall system. Ingredient recogni-

tion part puts image into spatial regularized recognition model

and outputs an ingredient category prediction. These posi-

tive categories are used to retrieve recipes. GMF, NCF and

NeuMF constitute recipe recommendation part that utilizes

retrieved recipes and user information to recommend cus-

tomized recipes for people.

food analysis is to record [3, 4], while it is difficult to play

a role in controlling the nutrient intake of people. Instead of

analyzing the nutrition of cooked food and recording people’s

intake, it is more helpful to grow a healthy eating behavior for

people at the ingredient level. In this way, people can choose

fresh and nutritious ingredients to cook, so that the cooked

meal not only meets daily nutrition needs but also satisfies

special preference of each individual.

As one of the vital problems in ingredient analysis re-

search, ingredient recognition is usually conducted under lab-

oratory environment, of which the background is clean and

simple [5, 6]. However, in daily life scenario, people usually

select and purchase food ingredients placed in a much more

complex and disordered environment from the market. As a

result, ingredient images may be captured under poor light-

ing condition and contaminated by reflections, and ingredient

can be small or just show a part of the whole body because
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of packaging and shelf layout. Therefore, existing ingredient

recognition methods [7, 5] designed for a single type of item

cannot be applied to the complex market scenarios.

In order to address the abovementioned issues, in this pa-

per we propose a multi-ingredient recognition solution by us-

ing a spatial-regularized multi-label classification network.

This network generates robust features for complex imag-

ing condition and partial objects. To facilitate the training

and evaluation of this new task, we collect a multi-vegetable

image dataset that is captured from various supermarkets in

different cities to include diversity dietary habit in different

territories. We further demonstrate the applicability of our

multi-ingredient recognition result to recipe recommendation

by implementing a Neural network-based Collaborative Fil-

tering (NCF) to capture the interaction between the user and

item, and leverages on users’ preference using Generalized

Matrix Factorization (GMF). The overall system is illustrated

in Figure 1. This system can give appropriate recipes based

on one or a group of ingredients contained in people captured

image, and the recipes are consistent with their preference.

Our major contributions can be summarized as follows:

• We propose the challenging multi-ingredient recogni-

tion problem in the market environment and adopt a

spatial regularization network to solve it.

• We introduce a new multi-vegetable image dataset cap-

tured in supermarkets in order to facilitate the research

for this topic.

• We develop a personalized recipe recommendation

method combined with multi-ingredient recognition re-

sult to demonstrate the “market to dish” concept for diet

management.

2. RELATED WORKS

Ingredient Recognition. Rocha et al. [5] use underpinned

cross-validation procedures to find the best combination of

traditional features and classifiers. Zhu et al. and Zeng

et al. [8, 9] use deep convolutional neural network to solve

recognition problem, while Zeng et al. [9] preprocess im-

ages that segment object using graph-based visual saliency

method. Yang et al. [10] propose a recurrent neural network

model that predicts class label based on critical area output

last time. While these methods are robust, they can only pre-

dict a single class for one image. We adopt a multi-label clas-

sification network and use an attention module to optimize the

final prediction.
Multi-label Image Classification (MLIC). MLIC has

made great progress due to the fast development of deep

convolutional network. Yeh et al. and Wang et al. [11]

capture label dependence with CNN to improve the perfor-

mance of MLIC. They learn a joint image-label embedding

space and predict label in a decoding manner. As labels are

highly related image appearance, some works [12, 13] try to

solve MLIC problem by locating semantic regions. Chen

et al. [12] propose a recurrent learning framework that it-

eratively discovers informative regions of objects on feature

level and predicts label scores conditioned on these regions.

Chen et al. [13] adopt similar recurrent architecture, but the

learned regions are not restricted to one position and prede-

fined scales, thus can discover more informative details.

Recipe Recommendation. Recipe recommendation re-

ceives increasing attention in recent years. Collaborative fil-

tering (CF) is the most common approach to generating rec-

ommendations. Garrido-Merchán et al. [14] propose a new

methodology to suggest recipe recommendations based on a

Machine Learning model that fits real and simulated data and

Bayesian Optimization. Gao et al. [15] develop a Hierarchi-

cal Attention based Food Recommendation (HAFR) model

which adds the descriptive image of a recipe to the recom-

mendation model. Herranz et al. [16] integrate visual con-

tent, context and external knowledge on recipe analysis and

retrieval and food recommendation.

3. MULTIPLE INGREDIENT RECOGNITION

3.1. MV80-Market Dataset

Existing ingredient datasets either only contain single-class

images [3, 7], or are collected in a controlled environment

such as laboratory [5, 6]. These images cannot stand for the

complex scene and background in real-world scenario, such

as in a market. As a result, ingredient recognition models

generated by these datasets are not robust enough to deal

with ingredients images captured in the market. We collect

a Multi-Vegetable image dataset of 80 classes from Market
MV80-Market to meet the request of our problem and inspire

relevant research on this topic. As far as we know, it is the

first multi-label vegetable image dataset.

The principles in dataset collection include three aspects:

(i) Images of this dataset is captured in the place where res-

idents purchase daily the food ingredient for cooking, such

as supermarket or vegetable market. (ii) There are multi-

ple vegetable classes in one image instance. (iii) The cat-

egories in this dataset can represent people’s daily dietary

habits of different regions. We therefore selected 22 provinces

in China, which have their distinct regional dietary habit and

we captured multi-vegetable images from 55 cities of these

provinces. We obtained 15798 images in the rough collection

procedure. Figure 2 shows some example images in MV80-

Market dataset. Each image contains dozens of vegetables

from different classes, and each vegetable has diverse appear-

ance in different images. In this paper, we only consider veg-

etable categories, and for meat and offals which are important

for health analysis we will add these categories in the future.

After the collection of images, we filter and annotate them

under two criteria: (i) Only main vegetable classes are consid-

ered as categories. In other words, vegetables which are not

commonly used for cooking (such as flowers that are mate-
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Fig. 2. Example images in MV80-Market dataset. Images are captured under different angles and lighting conditions, and

objects are in various states (packaged, cut, covered, etc.). The left part shows different categories in each instance (text labels

are placed near to each instance). The right part illustrates one vegetable class appearing in different parts of different images

(highlighted by polygons for easy reference).

rials for tea), and auxiliary ingredients (such as spices) are

not labeled as classes. (ii) Categories are divided by their

different usage in cooking, but not agricultural biological tax-

onomy. This is because one species may have many variants

which differ in color, shape and taste that lead to diverse us-

age in cookery. And on the other hand, species that belong to

the same genus can have similar appearance, so that they are

treated as one category in supermarket and share same usage

in cooking.

Finally, we have 12083 images and 80 ingredient classes

in MV80-Market dataset. The number of ingredients in one

image ranges from 1 to 17 with an average of 4, and the num-

ber of images that one ingredient exists ranges from 47 to

1783 with an average of 545.

3.2. Multi-Ingredient Image Recognition

People usually purchase food ingredient in supermarket, of

which the environment is much more complicated than in lab-

oratory, so the captured vegetable images in the market pose

challenges for recognition from various aspects, with exam-

ples shown in Figure 3. In Figure 3 (a), there are many reflec-

tions in the image because of the plastic wraps. In Figure 3

(b), overexposure appears in red box cropped regions due to

the unsatisfactory lighting condition. On the other hand, in-

gredient placement and package will make part of item body

invisible. Consequently, it is hard to discover the distinctive

feature of corresponding class. In Figure 3 (c) (d), the pack-

age and coverage of ingredients hide some important category

features, making these ingredients difficult to detect and rec-

ognize. Tackling these challenges requires a robust recogni-

tion method that can focus on local appearance to adjust local

condition itself as well as discover distinct feature even if only

a small part of the object is visible.

To tackle the abovementioned issues, we adopt the Spatial

Regularization Network (SRN) proposed in [17]. This net-

work consists of a general prediction net and a spatial regular-

ization module. Ingredient recognition part in Figure 1 illus-

trates details of SRN. The general prediction net has the same

structure with ResNet101 [18], outputting a prediction ŷcls
using general features. The spatial regularization module re-

fines features to produce more accurate results. This module

takes feature map from intermediate layers of ResNet101 as

input, generating two matrices attention map and confidence

map that represent the localized features and adjustment pa-

rameters respectively. The two maps will first produce a pre-

diction ŷatt by element-wise multiplication and sum-pooling.

Then they will be fed to a series of convolution layers and

regularization layers, and output a confidence score ŷsr.

The mechanism in spatial regularization module will help

solve the problems of local reflection and overexposure as

well as inconspicuous ingredient appearance. The attention

map focuses on a small activation region for each category,

which can help to detect small item parts in images. The

confidence map consists of many distinctive parameters cor-

responding to each region. These parameters reweight the

attention map to adjust local feature condition independently,

inhibiting the effect of undesired image condition on features.

Figure 3 shows the reweighted attention maps on challenging

images. As we can see, this model captures ingredient loca-

tions well even when the ingredient suffers package, cover-

age, reflection and overexposure problem. Furthermore, the
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(a) Reflection (b) Overexposure

(c) Package (d) Coverage

Fig. 3. Challenging images and their attention maps produced

by SRN (highlighted using red boxes).

final convolution and regularization layers on reweighted at-

tention map will further concentrate on adjusted regional fea-

tures to discover discriminative pattern.

In training phrase, cross-entropy loss is applied on ŷcls,

ŷatt and ŷsr sequentially to optimizing corresponding param-

eters. Then the overall nerwork is jointly finetuned on linear

combination of these predictions αŷcls + (1 − α)ŷsr + ŷatt.
The final prediction score considers both ŷcls and ŷsr: ŷ =
αŷcls + (1− α)ŷsr.

4. PERSONALIZED RECIPE RECOMMENDATION

The multi-ingredient recognition results above can be utilized

to subsequent applications that target to develop healthy eat-

ing habits and analyze of dietary culture, such as nutrition es-

timate, ingredient recommendation and regional dietary cul-

ture summarization. In this paper, we extend multi-ingredient

recognition model to recipe recommendation problem, derive

a personalized recipe self-management system. Figure 1 pro-

vides an overview of the proposed system.

Based on ingredients recognized from captured image,

this system generates customized recipes according to user

preference. The whole system contains two parts: multi-

ingredient recognition and personalized recipe recommenda-

tion. The recognition part uses SRN model to recognize in-

gredient categories in image user captured. The recommenda-

tion part generates customized recipes from available ingredi-

ents list and user preference information.

4.1. RecUP Dataset

In order to train the model, we first build a Recipe dataset

with User Preference RecUP from a Chinese cooking website

Table 1. Detailed information of RecUP dataset: User,

Recipe refers to the number of users and the number of

recipes respectively. I indicates the number of interaction in

dataset.

User Recipe I I/User I/Recipe

1093 3168 72343 66.19 22.84

called ”XiaChuFang”1. The dataset contains three types of

data: the recipes, user information and interactions between

them, which stand for the user preference. For the interaction,

we consider not only the recipes collected by user, but also

the user created ones. We think that the recipes created by

user also imply the individual preference, such as ingredients,

tastes and so on. Therefore, the combination of the created

and collected recipes can help the recommendation system

capture user preference and recommend customized recipes

better.

We delete the users who have fewer than 20 recipes, and

delete the recipes that have fewer than 10 users. In this way,

the interaction between them will not be too sparse. The de-

tailed information of RecUP dataset is shown in Table 1.

4.2. Recommendation Model

The main purpose of recommendation model is to deepen the

understanding of users’ preference and provide customized

services for users. Based on recipes whose ingredients con-

tain results of ingredient recognition model, the recommen-

dation model filters out recipes that satisfy user preference.

Content-based and collaborative filtering (CF) are com-

mon solutions in recommendation domain. However, due to

the sparsity of the interaction, implicit connection between

users and recipes are difficult to mine with the common CF

method. Instead, we use the NeuMF model to handle this

problem, which can discover implicit preference information

and predict personalized recipes better. Our recipe recom-

mendation model is illustrated at the bottom part of Figure

1.

NeuMF [19] combines Generalized Matrix Factorization

(GMF) and Neural network-based Collaborative Filtering

(NCF) together. GMF captures general preference informa-

tion. It projects users and items into a joint latent space, us-

ing a vector of latent features to represent a user or an item.

Thereafter a user’s interaction on an item is modeled as the

inner product of their latent vectors.

NCF replaces the inner product in GMF and uses a multi-

layer perceptron (MLP) to learn the user-item interaction

function and extract implicit features. The user embedding

and the item embedding are concatenated as input of NCF

model, feeding into a multi-layer neural architecture termed

as neural collaborative filtering layers. Each layer can be re-

garded to discover certain latent structures of user-item inter-

1http://www.xiachufang.com/
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Fig. 4. Attention map visualization of “carrot”, “balsam pear”

and “tomato” classes.

actions. Similar to [19], we add a ReLU activation function

before the output of each MLP layers, except the final layer.

The input of NeuMF contains both the output of GMF and

the output of NCF. After feeding the input into a fully con-

nected layer, the sigmoid activation function is used to obtain

prediction scores.

5. EXPERIMENTS

5.1. Ingredient Recognition

Evaluation Metrics. We use macro/micro precision (P-

C/P-O), macro/micro recall (R-C/R-O), macro/micro F1-

measure (F1-C/F1-O), and Mean Average Precision (mAP)

for performance comparison. For precision, recall and F1-

measure, if the confidence of estimated label is great than 0.5,

then this label will be predicted as positive. mAP is the mean

average precision over classes. It measures the rank of confi-

dence scores over all class and thus does not require a thresh-

old to choose positive labels.

Compared Method. We design three baseline models to

evaluate the performance of SRN method: C2AE [11],

ResNet101 [18] and CAM [20]. C2AE adopts a canonical-

correlated autoencoder architecture, predicting labels by de-

coding image feature from a cross-modal embedding space.

For ResNet101 and CAM, as they are originally used for

multi-class recognition problem, we replace final softmax

layer by sigmoid layer and choose cross-entropy loss to up-

date network parameters. Following [17], SRN-att is also es-

timated in our experiments, which is the variant of SRN that

uses ŷatt as prediction result, in order to evaluate the necessity

of reweighting and feature discovering on attention map.

Experimental Results. Recognition results on MV80-

Market are shown in Table 2. The SRN and SRN-att outper-

Table 2. Quantitative comparison on MV80-Market dataset

Method mAP F1-C P-C R-C F1-O P-O R-O

C2AE 10.8 12.3 42.6 27.0 19.0 12.0 45.0

ResNet 61.4 46.0 84.0 37.2 65.0 84.7 52.7

CAM 62.9 47.9 85.6 37.9 65.2 86.3 52.4

SRN-att 74.0 70.2 76.3 65.6 74.7 79.1 70.7

SRN 77.2 72.0 73.7 70.7 76.0 77.3 74.7

Table 3. Quantitative comparison on RUP468 dataset

Method HR@10 NDCG@10

ItemCF 10.796 7.234

NeuMF 34.401 19.842

form all the other baseline models, while SRN is slightly bet-

ter than SRN-att, proving the importance of local discrimina-

tive feature discovering procedure in multi-ingredient recog-

nition. CAM also implements attention mechanism in overall

framework, but it simply outputs label predictions by globally

averaged activation maps. C2AE fails to reach the mean level

of performance, as the embedding generation procedure does

not receive good guidance.

Visualization and Analysis. We visualize and analyze the

learned reweighted attention map of SRN to illustrate its capa-

bility in capturing location of class item. Three neuron map

indices are selected, which correspond to “carrot”, “balsam

pear” and “tomato” categories. Figure 4 shows the result. The

reweighted attention map locates the position well for every

class.

5.2. Recipe Recommendation

Evaluation Metrics. The evaluation metrics we use are Hit

Ratio (HR) and Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain

(NDCG). For HR, if a ground-truth item appears in the top

K items, we regard it as a hit. For NDCG, it takes into con-

sideration the position of hit by assigning higher scores to hits

at fronter positions. Both K we set as 10.

Compared Method. We use item-based collaborative fil-

tering (ItemCF) [21] as our baseline model. ItemCF first cal-

culates the similarity between items, then it generates a rec-

ommendation list for the user based on the similarity and the

user’s historical behavior.

Experimental Results. The experiment results are shown

in Table 3. Based on the results, we can see that our model

shows better performance in both evaluation metrics com-

pared with ItemCF model. After evaluating the recommen-

dation results from ItemCF, we observe that the data are still

sparse, although we have filtered. Therefore, with ItemCF

model, the similarity scores of recipes which prepare to be

recommended with recipes already selected by users are very

low, even 0. However, NeuMF works well to find implicit

relationships that improve the accuracy of our recommenda-

tions.
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6. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we analyze the challenges in multi-ingredient

recognition for images captured in the market, and solve them

using the SRN model. We collect a multi-vegetable image

dataset in supermarkets to facilitate the research on this topic.

We further develop a personalized recipe recommendation

system based on NeuMF recommendation model. Our sys-

tem can generate recipes consistent with user preference from

the captured ingredient image directly from the market, which

realizes the “market to dish” personalized health eating assis-

tant.

For future work, we plan to improve the recognition

model to achieve higher performance and deal with few-shot

problem caused by diverse dietary culture in different re-

gions. Regarding recipe recommendation, we plan to design

a recommendation system which considers the combination

of multiple food ingredients, nutrition and user special needs

in order to achieve the balance between nutrition intake and

user preference.
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